Soleus Transit for Connected Personal Navigation Devices
®

Operating System SKUs

Adding the Power of Telephony to PNDs

Windows Embedded CE 5

Soleus® Transit is

Windows Embedded CE 6

designed specifically

Microsoft NavReady*

to support Personal

®

®

Built-in Connectivity
Full featured telephony stack
GPRS
EDGE
UMTS / HSDPA / HSUPA

Navigation Devices
(PNDs) that have
the full featured
connectivity of
the latest wireless

Bluetooth Dial Up Networking*

handsets. The advantage of

Bluetooth Handsfree

connectivity is the ability to differentiate

WiFi*

your PND by providing you with new capabilities.

Local search
(major search providers)*

For example, you can update POIs over the air, view

Reference Modem
Driver Support

Soleus Transit

live traffic information, or conduct local searches. Fully integrated telephony functionality also
enables converged features such as emergency and roadside assistance calling, auto-dialing a
searched business, navigating to a contact’s address, or sending a location via SMS.

Infineon ULC-2
Siemens® MC55, MC75

A Rapid PND Solution

Sierra Wireless MC8775V
(Qualcomm 6280)

Soleus Transit is a comprehensive software solution enabling you to rapidly bring a connected

®

TI OMAP 850
Phone Applications

PND to market faster and at lower cost. Built on Windows Embedded CE, a popular OS choice
for PNDs, Soleus Transit includes a pre-certified telephony stack and integrated phone software
on a platform optimized for building navigation devices. Soleus Transit comes pre-integrated

Voice calling

with Intrinsyc’s Destinator navigation software. Soleus Transit integrates with Microsoft Visual

SMS messaging

Studio and Platform Builder for a powerful, easy to use solution. Use the Soleus Adaptation Kit

Dialer

to adapt the platform to your chosen hardware or take advantage of our award-winning Solutions

Contacts

Engineering services for an end-to-end solution.

Call history
Network Manager*
System settings
Navigation Optimization

Soleus Transit + Destinator: A Great Value
While Soleus Transit is designed to support your
preferred navigation software, it can also be purchased

Customizable landscape UI

with a pre-integrated version of Destinator, navigation

Finger touch-enabled

software. Destinator features the best routing engine

Choose Intrinsyc’s
Destinator® option for best
in class navigation

in the industry, getting you to your destination by the

Ready for other navigation
software

shortest and quickest route. The elegantly simple,
safe, and customizable UI provides users a number of
viewing options, including day or night mode and 2D or
3D maps. There is also an audio interface that lets you

*Available Q1 2009

hear turn-by-turn instructions while keeping your
eyes on the road. Destinator is available in multiple
languages with maps for many countries.

Destinator

The Center of Connected PND Possibilities

Destinator Navigation
Software

Soleus Transit is the starting point
for many differentiated devices that
MSN Direct
Zagat

combine navigation and telephony
capabilities. Whether you want to

Vehicle or pedestrian
mode

Destinator
Navigation
Software

Local search
Auto dial

create a dedicated traffic device or
a converged device that also makes
phone calls, plays music and shows
movies, your project will progress

Navigate to contacts

Soleus
Transit
Connected
PND
Platform

Content
Integration
Services

faster with Soleus Transit. Intrinsyc

Soleus
Multimedia
Applications

and Solutions Engineering teams to
provide you with a low risk entry into

Hardware
Adaptation
Services

MSN Direct and
Zagat content
Content integration
services

offers Soleus Transit combined with
the Destinator navigation solution

Audio directions

UI Creation
Services

Soleus Converged
Device Software
Integrated upon request

the rapidly growing connected PND

Media player and
picture viewer

marketplace.

Camera and video
support

Soleus Transit: Getting to your destination
Intrinsyc has a proven track record in the development of wireless consumer products, and has
deep expertise with connected personal navigation devices. Designing and manufacturing a
wireless device quickly and cost-effectively requires the seamless integration of software and
hardware, with power management, telephony, UI, and thorough testing and certification.
Intrinsyc has the resources and expertise that come from more than a decade of experience with
hundreds of successful development projects. In addition to helping differentiate wireless devices
and accelerate your time to market, Intrinsyc offers end-to-end, turnkey development solutions.
These include the integration, porting, and development of multimedia applications for wireless

Productivity suite:
calendar, alarm,
calculator, notes,
voice memos
3rd party application
catalog: games,
browsers, MMS, IM,
T9, handwriting
Intrinsyc
Solutions Engineering

devices, as well as designing, debugging, optimizing, and certifying hardware.

Expert integration
services

Let Intrinsyc help you bring your next device to market faster and at a lower cost with the Soleus

Predictive power
management

Transit platform and expert engineering solutions tailored to meet your company’s specific
requirements. To learn more about Intrinsyc, please visit our website at www.intrinsyc.com or
call +1-800-474-7644.

User interface design
and tools

www.intrinsyc.com
About Intrinsyc
Intrinsyc provides wireless software solutions that enable next-generation handheld products, including mobile handsets,
smart phones, and converged devices. The company’s software products include the Soleus® software platform for consumer
device development and Destinator® GPS/navigation technologies. Combined with award winning engineering services and
years of systems integration expertise, these solutions help device makers, service providers, and silicon vendors deliver
compelling wireless products with faster time-to-market and improved development cost.
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